New-onset seizure presenting as status epilepticus: Etiology and clinical characteristics in a cohort of 236 children.
Evaluation of the etiology, clinical characteristics and outcome of the first status epilepticus (fSE) event in children. The patients with fSE hospitalized in our Institute from 1995 to 2011 were included. The etiology was characterized as either known (symptomatic) or unknown (cryptogenic). Outcome was assessed at the end of hospitalization. Logistic regression analyses were used to assess predictors of the outcome, with odds ratio adjusted by age as a measure effect. The study included 236 patients with a median age of 2.0 years (IQR 4.0). Etiology was identified as secondary to: defined electroclinical syndromes 108 (45.8), acute symptomatic conditions 63 (26.7%), unknown 24 (10.1%), progressive encephalopathy 23 (9.7%), or remote symptomatic 18 (7.6%). Recurrence rate was 16.9%, neurological consequences were in 24.6% and case-fatality ratio was 4.7%. The main predictors were for: a) death - progressive encephalopathy (OR = 14.68, 95% CI 4.06-23.11. p = 0.001); b) neurological sequelae - acute symtomatic (OR 3.44, 95% CI 4.82-6.47) p = 0.001, remote symptomatic (OR = 13.84, 95% CI 4.34-44.12. p = 0.001), progressive encephalopathy (OR = 3.94, 95% CI 1.64-9.56. p = 0.002), seizure duration >60 min (OR = 0.44, 95% CI 0.24-0.81. p = 0.001); c) seziure recurrence - acute symptomatic etiology (OR = 3.59, 95% CI 41.76-7.21. p = 0.001), seizure duration >60 min (OR = 0.30, 95% CI 0.15-0.61. p = 0.001). In children with fSE, exploring acute disorders and immediate etiological treatment is essential. The outcome of fSE is favorable concerning the recurrence rate, while neurological sequelae are seen in one quarter of the patients. The etiology and fSE duration are the main determinants of outcome.